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Write the past participles of the verbs.
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1. buy
2. start
3. take
4. fly
5. eat
6. make
7. travel
8. win

Complete the sentences with the forms of the zero conditional.
1. Every time I

(eat) healthy food, I

2. If he

(feel) great!

(have) free time, he

3. They always
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(go) to the gym.

(save) water when they

4. If you

(wash) their clothes.

(be) late for class, the teacher usually

(get) angry.

Match the parts to make sentences.
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1. If there is a drought,

a. if you’re sick.

2. When there’s a storm,

b. if he has questions about the class.

3. If you eat too much,

c. you may feel sick.

4. You shouldn’t go to school

d. you shouldn’t go outside.

5. If he practices the piano every day,

e. if she gets up late.

6. She may be late to school

f. there may be less plants and trees.

7. He should ask the teacher

g. he might become a famous musician.

Complete the sentences with the first conditional.
1. If you

(use) CFLs, you

2. If you

(not / finish) the project, you

3. We

(save) water if we

4. He

(exercise) every morning if he
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(save) electricity.
(not / pass) the course.
(take) five-minute showers.
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(walk) to school.

Complete the conversation with the words in the box.
get

if

job

learn

Luis: I want to

saving

should
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to buy

want

a new language.
1

Rosa: Why?
Luis:

I learn a new language, I might

a better job.

2

3

Rosa: You speak English and Spanish now. What language do you want to learn?
Luis: I want to learn Chinese.
Rosa: Wow! If you

to learn Chinese, you

find a good language school.

4

5

Luis: Yes, you’re right. Do you want to take a Chinese class with me?
Rosa: Me? No, I’m busy now. I have a

, and I’m working every evening.
6

Luis: I didn’t know that.
Rosa: Yeah, I’m

money
7

a car.
8

Complete the sentences with the second conditional.
1. Even if Daniel

(take) the next bus, he

2. Sara

(be) late for school.

(use) your phone unless she

3. Emma

(ask) for permission first.

(ask) for help unless she

4. If someone
5. I
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(be) in a lot of trouble.

(say) something bad about him, he
(tell) Jacob my secrets unless he

(feel) sad.
(be) a trustworthy friend.

Match the two parts to make sentences.
1. Sandra is a little impatient, but
2. I couldn’t cheat on a test because that
3. I’m well prepared for the exam
4. I told Jacob the truth,
5. Lety didn’t pass her last science test, so
6. Maybe you could start a new hobby,
7. I spilled coffee on my laptop yesterday,
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a. because I studied the whole
weekend for it.
b. she’s fair.
c. so now he feels angry.
d. but it works fine today.
e. would be dishonest.
f. this time I’m helping her to study.
g. or you could learn a new language.
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Complete the questions and statements using the present perfect, already, ever, or yet.
1. Carlos
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(already / watch) that movie about the Mayas, but Andrea
it

2.

(yet / see).

you

(ever / be) to England?

3. Claudia and her sisters

4.

(already / visit) Teotihuacán, but their cousins

there

(yet / be).

Paco

(ever / visit) Chichén Itzá?

5. A:
La Guelaguetza?

you and your cousins

6. B: No, we

(ever / be) to

.

7. A:

your mother

(ever / eat) escamoles?

8. B: No, I don’t think so, but she

(already / eat) caldo de piedra.

Match the questions and the answers.
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1. How long has Cesar been in Oaxaca?

a. They’ve been here since 1980.

2. How long have your parents lived here?

b. She’s had huitlacoche.

3. Where have they been on vacation?

c. He’s been there for a week.

4. What unusual food has Melissa eaten?

d. She’s taken classes for three years.

5. How many places has he been to in Mexico?

e. I’ve played the piano and guitar since 2008.

6. How long have you played music?

f. They’ve been to Puerto Rico and Guatemala.

7. How long has Alejandra taken art classes?

g. He’s been to five, but he wants to visit more.

8. What famous sites have you seen?

h. We’ve been to the Zócalo and Chapultepec.

Read the paragraph and complete the sentences.
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I’m babysitting my little brother and sister tonight. They’re great kids, but they are very different.
Armando loves to read graphic novels, but Alejandra prefers reading mysteries. Armando prefers
to watch action movies, but Alejandra only likes sitcoms. They both want to eat pizza for dinner
tonight, but Alejandra only likes cheese pizza and Armando likes vegetables on it. I’d prefer not to
make different foods for each of them. I think I’m going to take them to the mall. There are a lot of
different restaurants there!
1. Armando loves reading
2. Alejandra likes

comedies, but Armando

3. Alejandra likes to
4. I

, but Alejandra

cheese pizza, but Armando prefers

rather

make different meals for each of them.
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to read mysteries.
watch action movies.
eat pizza with vegetables.

Match the questions or statements and the answers.
1. I’m interested in computer games.
2. What would you rather do, go to
a concert or go to a soccer game?
3. I don’t really like watching the news.
4. My brother is interested in languages.
5. What would you like to do this weekend?
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a. Really? I don’t. I prefer music.
b. Really? I’m not. I prefer reading.
c. I’d rather go to a concert. I love music.
d. Neither am I. I hate going to museums.
e. Oh, I do. My uncle and I play every Saturday.
f. I don’t either. I prefer to watch game shows.

6. I’m not really interested in art.
7. What would you prefer to try, bungee
jumping or ski jumping?
8. My sister loves fashion and pop culture.

g. I’d prefer to go ski jumping. Have you tried it?
h. We’d really like to try rock climbing.
i. So am I. How many does he speak?

9. I don’t like soccer.

Fill in the blanks in the email with and, because, but, or, or so.
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Doug,
What are your plans this summer? Jenny and I want to make a new app
1

we would like to ask you for help. Jenny knows how to program apps using Swift. I can organize
the content

write the music,

we need someone to

2

3

design the graphics. I remember your awesome artwork for the poster competition at school,
I thought of you. Are you busy next week?
4

Jenny and
5

I would like to meet with you. How about that new Italian café on the corner
6

maybe that good Thai restaurant on Main Avenue?
We will have our first work meeting in about two

three weeks,
7

we’re

please let us know soon if you are interested
8

9

excited to get started.
Best,
Brad
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